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A Tribute to Stanley Kruger
DVPCA has lost an inspiring, dynamic and loyal member. Stan Kruger, after
a four month belabored illness, died on December 29th, 2009. He was a
dedicated paperweight collector, dealer, author and past vice-president of
Paperweights Collectors Association, Inc. as well as president of the DVPCA for
many years. He was also very instrumental in organizing Paperweight Fest at
Wheaton Arts. We will all miss his interesting articles in the DVPCA newsletter.
He served as Editor of this newsletter and also wrote scholarly articles on
paperweights for the Annual Bulletin of PCA, Inc. But most of all, we will miss
his humor at the podium of our meetings!
Stan would be pleased to know that the paperweight group that he worked so
hard to maintain will continue with the next meeting at Williamson's Restaurant
on January 30th as originally scheduled.
Sandy Mikelberg & Don Formigli
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A Tribute to Beverly Schindler

libraries, talks for Questers, antiques clubs,
glass groups, cup plate collectors, and other
organizations. Bev was particularly supportive
of the artists by inviting them to meetings to
share their work. As an artist herself, Bev
made approximately one hundred and fifty of
her own paperweights; many of them at
Wheaton. She had a personal goal of making
one hundred paperweights at Wheaton. While
at the 2006 Wheaton Village Paperweight
Fest , she completed her ninety ninth and one
hundred paperweight.
She was proud of
having taken two master paperweight making
classes given by Willie Manson in Scotland.
Bev did sell some of her creations but most of
the paperweights she made were for family
and friends.
In the past few years, she
started painting on glass. Her paintings were
shown in galleries and won some awards.

It is with a heavy heart that I write this tribute.
Beverly Schindler lost her latest battle with
cancer on Sunday, December 6, 2009. Bev
was a long term member of our chapter. While
a member of several PCA chapters, she is
most indentified with her local group (MD-DCVA ) where she was a founding member and an
officer much of its time.
It was at the Boston PCA convention in 1977
that a group of Capital area collectors decided
to form a new local PCA chapter. Beverly
became the founding president, a position that
she held for the first ten years and off and on
since then. In hind sight, it seems appropriate
that Beverly would pass away on the morning
of a scheduled MD-DC-VA meeting. It made
for a sad meeting but it was healing to
reminisce with stories about Bev.

In talking with Bev just a little over a week
before her passing, when her prognosis was
grim at best, she was so upbeat that she
managed to cheer me up. She seemed to be
on a ‘mountain top’ with all the outpouring of
letters and phone calls from concerned friends.
Collectors and artists alike contacted her from
all over the world when they heard of her
illness.
Whenever one met her with her
signature ‘massive’ jewelry and flamboyant
dress, she seems “larger than life” and that is
exactly the way I will remember her. She will
be extremely missed by glass collectors and
artists everywhere.

On a more personal note, Bev’s and my
paperweight collections are remarkably similar.
Both collections are very eclectic as we
collected whatever we liked regardless of
whether it was considered a fine collectable
paperweight. Beverly did have many fine
paperweights in her collection that she found
with her artistic eye. In a 1993 chapter
newsletter, Bev states that her first antique
paperweight acquisition was a Baccarat pansy.
Boy, I sure can identify with that!
Bev liked flower paperweights but that did not
hinder her from collecting lizards and snakes.
In fact, the first modern artist paperweight that
she ever purchased was a Harold Hacker
snake. Her children enjoyed her fascination
with snakes and bought her a boa constrictor
for Mother’s Day one year. The snake’s name
was Julius Squeezer. After Julius was gone,
Bev started collecting snakes weights in
earnest. After meeting (the then teenaged)
Debbie Tarsitano , who was making one of her
first weights (a Pyrex glass mini snake weight)
Bev promptly acquired it.
While paperweights were her first love in glass,
Bev also liked many other glass mediums and
was a member of several other glass groups.
She was called upon to prepare exhibits for

Beverly Schindler
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making him want to be able to make weights
himself. His family background influenced him, too.
His father built scale models of locomotives to be
ridden—their backyard was full of train tracks. His
mother was a nurse, his father was a doctor, and a
relative had started the Smith/Kline/Glaxo
Company and was also a scientist. His mother’s
father was also a doctor in Cherry Hill, NJ, who
made medications for his patients, and his hobbies
were painting, music, and “weird” food—pigs’ feet,
caviar, German beers. When Gordon visited his
grandparents, he and his grandfather would go to
the basement and eat these foods. He taught
Gordon to play the clarinet and they would play
duets for the rest of the family.
His greatgrandfather was a Merchant Marine captain, who
was born in England and who also painted and may
have known Paul Gauguin. So Gordon’s family
was a mixture of science and creativity, and Gordon
started as a scientific glassblower before becoming
a paperweight artist. He sees his background as
his destiny. He is the youngest of four—the others
are a chef (sister), cabinet maker (brother) and
family businessman (brother). The one brother
began a business making custom fishing rods for
big game fish. Gordon now looks back and realizes
how creative a life his family members lived,
although they were considered “odd” by the
neighbors. He can see how this family environment
“set him up” for the exposure to the Kontes’
paperweight. Right now his is researching watches
because he wants to learn to make them and
possibly make glass casings.
He’s sorry he
couldn’t do this with his father; they never
collaborated.

Review of Events
Fall Meeting
October 17, 2009
The autumn meeting of the Delaware Valley PCA
convened at 10:00 a.m. on Saturday, October 17,
2009 at our usual venue, Williamson’s Restaurant
in Horsham, PA.
Twenty-seven registered
members and guests met in the Madison Room
and snacked on coffee, tea, Danish and fresh fruit
to fuel their careful examination of the displays.
Drawing members like a magnet was guest dealer
Ben Drabeck’s display of paperweights for sale as
well as copies of Ben’s new book, “Magic in the
Glass: The Paperweight Artistry of Charles Kaziun,
Jr.” Ben was assisted by Rich Greenlee. Also on
display was a table of tempting raffle prizes, a
group of PCA Convention table favor weights by
Mayauel Ward for $45 each, Gordon Smith weights
from members’ collections, a table of weight-related
items for sale by members, and a table of “Best
Finds” for the “Best Finds Contest of 2008/2009.”
Sandy Mikelberg called the meeting to order at
11:00 a.m. with an announcement about the health
of President Stanley Kruger, who at present is in
the hospital following surgery.
She updated
Stanley’s condition for the audience.
Sandy
enumerated the many things Stanley does for the
DVPCA, and she stated that all of us need to help
more to take the load from Stanley. She said guest
speaker Gordon Smith would be speaking in the
morning instead of as scheduled in the afternoon.
Sandy introduced Ray Fulmer, a new member, who
stood to applause. She dispensed with the rest of
the preliminaries and Andrew Scott introduced our
guest artist, Gordon Smith.

Andrew Scott asked Gordon to speak of a weight
that Andrew had brought that was a collaborative
effort. Gordon spoke of visiting Wheaton Village (it
was nearby) to see what was going on. He was
able to watch people doing glasswork. Pate-deverre fascinated him and Anna Booth does pate-deverre and sandcasting. Gordon took a workshop
with her years ago and thought of doing a weight
combining pate-de-verre and hot glass so he
approached her about it. He then passed around
the first weight they made together (brought by
Andrew Scott). He explained the pate-de-verre
process.
Answering a question about the
coefficient of expansion of the pate-de-verre glass
and Gordon’s glass, he said that he gave Anna his
glass to use for the pate-de-verre, so there was no
problem. Now they’re collaborating on the creation
of glass goblets; each creates part of each goblet.

Gordon’s talk was entitled, “The Evolution of a
Paperweight Artist.”
The accompanying
Powerpoint presentation wasn’t working (only about
twelve pictures, he said), so he spoke without
illustration. He took us on a little journey (“a little
scattered”) about how he had arrived at making
weights. He saw a Kontes brothers weight in 1979
or 1980, and that was a turning point for him,

Gordon’s aquatic images had their origin in his
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childhood summer home at the New Jersey shore,
swimming and fishing. He enjoyed marine life, was
certified in scuba diving, and could watch fish in
their own environment. He would sit on the bottom
and look at a reef, observing the natural world. He
did marine themes for years and may soon return
to them after probably fifteen years.

put up for sale at Wheaton Weekend—all sold and
orders were taken for 45-50 more! It took him two
years to fill the orders.
He had to solve
compatibility problems, especially in the strawberry
weights. (Mt. Washington strawberry weights and
one by Jim Kontes were the most influential
weights for him.) He obsessed on making a
strawberry look like a strawberry. That was the first
weight that was not influenced by other weights
and was more his own design.
Gordon’s
contribution to the raffle at Wheaton Weekend in
2010 will be a strawberry weight with a frog or
snake. We’re the first to hear of this!

Gordon asked for questions and comments.
Andrew Scott said Gordon is becoming known in
the art world as well as the paperweight world.
Gordon participates in the yearly auction to benefit
the National Liberty Museum in Philadelphia and
described the auction and the museum’s
contributions for our members. Q—How do you
manage your time? A—He spends four days a
week (6 a.m. – 2:30 p.m.) making lab glass for a
company, H.S. Martin, owned by the Kontes
brothers. (He wishes he could either clone himself
or have a third arm!). Then all day Friday and part
of Saturday and Sunday is spent in his studio. His
knifemaking is on hold, and he has projects
partially completed. He has returned to making
strawberry weights again. Ben Drabeck asked a
question about Gordon’s first experience of selling
at Wheaton Village. Gordon answered that in
1982, Warren Abrams managed the paperweight
shop there. Gordon was making weights to sell
and taking them to Abrams, who encouraged him to
improve. Abrams told him to create some weights
and then introduced Gordon as the newest
paperweight maker at Wheaton Weekend. He had
nine weights in the $90-$120 range that Abrams

Andrew Scott, Don Formigli and Gordon Smith
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Gordon concluded at 11:55 a.m. to appreciative
applause. Sandy dismissed the group and said
lunch would be served at 12:15 p.m. Ben Drabeck
invited everyone to examine his weights, especially
a Kaziun overlay with five layers.
Lunch, a
delicious choice of pasta or chicken, was served as
scheduled. At 12:50 p.m. ice cream cake was
served for dessert, and raffle tickets ($100 worth)
were sold.

Best Modern—Don Formigli for a John
Deacons weight
Most Unusual—Don Formigli for a Chris
Heaton weight (He is a new artist from
England)
Best Buy—Marty Mikelberg for a Kaziun button
Best Antique—Ken Brown for a Clichy weight
(Ken then gave a talk on Clichy weights and
how to identify them.)
Stories were told by weight owners about their
entries, even for weights that didn’t win.

At 1:00 p.m. Sandy called the afternoon meeting to
order (no jokes!) She said that Gordon would now
show his slides on Powerpoint because Andrew
Scott had been able to get the computer to work.
Gordon showed pictures to illustrate “Why I Make
Paperweights.” He showed family photos and
works made by them including drawings, paintings
and train tracks for toy train locomotive rides at
25¢ each! There was a photo of Jim and Nontas
Kontes (now in their late ‘80’s and early ‘90’s), his
mentors and buddies. He works with them four
days a week and now Gordon is teaching Jim glass
techniques! Both Kontes brothers still work in
glass. He showed a picture of a Pantin glass
coiled snake sculpture (three feet long) that was an
inspiration for him. The success of the technique
used to make the snake was amazing, considering
the tools of the time. He showed various examples
of weights he has made, with themes of fish,
berries and snakes—first a coral snake, then
snakes with realistically applied scales. Another
example was the collaborative goblet made with
Anna Booth, with butterflies and pate-de-verre.
Gordon concluded at 1:30 to applause from the
group. The raffle prizes were then drawn, and the
lucky winners chose their prizes from an excellent
array. Winners included our newest member, Ray
Fulmer, and one member who won twice! Sandy
introduced the “Best Finds Contest of 2009/2009.”
The members were divided into groups to make a
selection for an assigned category. Winners in
each category were given their choice of books or
paperweights that were all donated by Jim Lefever.
After careful consideration and voting, the chosen
winners were:
Ugliest—Andrew Scott (“It was a gift”)
Most Attractive—Andrew Scott for a Rick
Ayotte weight

Sandy wrapped up the meeting at 1:55 p.m. to
grateful applause from the group and compliments
from Andy Dohan. We are hopeful that Stanley will
return at the next meeting, though Sandy again
asked each member to do a little more to reduce
the president’s load. Ben Drabeck mentioned that
the New England PCA group has a board with
various secretaries doing various duties. Sandy
mentioned that the next meeting is in January. She
said that as she hears from Toby she will send out
progress reports on Stanley by email to all
members with email. Diane Atkerson volunteered
to monitor the club’s library.
The meeting
adjourned at 2:00 p.m. with members staying
afterward to socialize and shop.
Respectfully submitted,
Sue Sutton, DVPCA Secretary

Diane Atkerson and Rich Greenlee
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like, creating a homogeneous whole.

The following article is reprinted with permission from THE
PAPERWEIGHT, the newsletter of the PCA of TEXAS

Barry said, "Glass has always been my canvas and my
voice. In my carvings, I attempt to express my innermost
feelings which are for me, most difficult to express
verbally. I have attempted to bring the past into the
present and future by developing methods which
challenge me to take glass carving beyond its
acknowledged limits. When creating a new piece, I enjoy
transforming the vessel-blank itself, incorporating it into
the very design of each piece. In addition, I create each
piece with a great degree of fine detail hoping to involve
and captivate the viewer with the piece and the message
contained therein. I sincerely hope that my art will
represent to the viewer something more than virtuoso
carving.

Barry Robert Sautner 1952-2009
Our July 2009 newsletter reported that we had just
learned of the death of Barry Sautner. He was a good
friend of PCA TX and visited as a speaker/dealer in
Houston on Feb.15, 1992. Details of his life and death
have recently been published in press releases and
several newsletters — a summary of which follows.
On June 30, 2009, Barry Robert Sautner passed away
at his home in Vero Beach, Florida from acute bronchial
pneumonia. Barry was born in Philadelphia PA on
January 20, 1952.

"I have always been impressed by the magnificence and
beauty of Nature, and my admiration for her is often
reflected in my work, and has served as an inspiration
for me. I am also captivated by the duality of life, and
Man's perpetual struggle with himself, with others, and
with his belief and conception of God: Good and Evil,
Freedom and Enslavement, Knowledge and Ignorance,
Action and Inertia, Acceptance and Rejection, Hope and
Despair, Love and Fear, Life and Death. I am inspired by
Man's resilience, and his battle not only to survive, but
also to transcend himself.

Barry Sautner's calling as a glass carver began in 1977
when he started blowing glass at Vandermark/Merritt
Glass Studios in New Jersey. Blowing glass provided
him with the passion, the compulsion to explore glass as
a means of artistic expression. In 1979, after an illness
forced him out of the sweltering heat of the furnace
room, he found he had artistic visions yet to be fully
realized in glass. He succeeded in taking glass carving
beyond its former acknowledged limits.
Barry Sautner taught himself to decorate cold glass with
sandblasting. Borrowing from the Romans' diatreta cups,
as well as the refinement of the English cameo makers,
Sautner opened Sautner Cameo Studio in 1986. He
began working with shallow surface relief designs, and
then he continued to test the depths of the glass. How
much, how far could a carving go? The deeply undercut
methods of the Romans were then catapulted into the
modern age, as the artist introduced a sand-blasting
method of his own, called insculpture. Using his
invention, he could hollow out an interior image in clear
glass blanks. This resulted in infrastructures, previously
thought to be impossible. However, Sautner saw the
image inside, and revealed it to be possible. It is a
remarkable skill to visualize and create an artwork in
three dimensions, and the extractive methods Sautner
has made his own, amaze even the most well-versed in
glass art techniques. Technique aside however, the
complex, personal symbolism of Sautner's artwork
seems more daunting. He kept notebooks to record
dreams at his bedside, or thoughts that rush to him at
odd moments in the day.

"My work doesn't come from my mind. It comes from my
heart, my feelings, and my emotions. There are many
times when I will sit down and just draw — then only
through finishing it, realize that it is symbolic of what is
going on in my life. If you look closely at each piece you
will see much hidden detail. If you look closer yet, you
will see its meaning."
Barry was indeed a very complex, innovative and
creative genius. Admired around the world, major works
of Barry’s have been displayed at a variety of museums
and galleries including The Museum of Fine Arts in
Houston, The Corning Museum of Glass, The
Bergstrom-Mahler Museum as well as the Birks
Museum, the Newark Museum, The Museum of
American Glass, and the Museum of Fine Arts in St.
Petersburg. His work is also included in many premier
private collections in the United States and abroad. Barry
was one of two living artists to be shown in ―Cameo
Glass: Masterpieces from 2,000 Years of Glassmaking‖
which was sponsored by the Corning Museum of Glass.
He also lectured extensively on cameo and diatreta
glass carving at a number of galleries and universities in
America, Europe, and Japan.

His three dimensional approach to cameo glass carving
resulted in such striking realism that all that went before
him appears flat. He mastered the difficult art of
undercutting to the extent of creating a complete
diatreta, which consists of an open lattice work design
that is completely undercut with the exception of a few
posts that keep the design connected to the inner
vessel. Feeling that even these posts detracted from the
overall design, Barry took this process a step further and
developed a method of carving diatreta which is devoid
of any post structure. The diatreta design is connected
to the inner vessel by means of leaves, flowers, and the

A memorial service was held for Barry on Saturday,
August 29, 2009 at Frenchtown NJ. Friends and
acquaintances may send contributions for his memorial
to:
Terri Sautner
182 Sergeantsville Road
Flemington, NJ 08822
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Registrants ONLY)

Paperweight Fest 2010
Schedule of Events

6 PM – 9 PM Dinner Caravans to Five local
restaurants: Italian, Seafood, Greek, Chinese,
American

Thursday, May 13: Registration – Make Your
Own – Artists and Dealers Fairs

Saturday, May 15: Paperweight Potpourri!
(Continued)

10 AM – 5 PM Work With the Artist To Make Your
Own - T.C. Wheaton Glass Studio: Gordon Smith,
Rick or Melissa Ayotte, Jim Brown, Drew
Ebelhare, Mike Hunter, David Graeber

8:30 AM – Noon Registration – Entrance to
Heritage House

Noon – 5 PM Registration – Sign Up for
Arthur Gorham Paperweight Shop Friday night
dinner caravans – Visit Museum of American Glass
and Artist Collaboration Make Your Owns
5 PM – 6 PM

9 AM – 9:45 AM Ro Purser: What’s New in
Murrine Weights – H.H.
9:45 AM – 10:30 AM Colin Mahoney: Rare Paul
Ysart Paperweights – H.H.

Dinner on Your Own

10:45 AM – 11:30 AM Mike Hunter: What’s New
from Twists Glass – H.H.

6 PM – 9 PM Artists and Dealers Fairs
Exhibit Center (Fest Registrants ONLY)
Friday, May 14: Paperweight Potpourri!

11:45 AM – 12:30 PM Buffet Box Lunches for four
Lunch & Learns, most repeated, in four venues:

8:30 AM – Noon Registration – Entrance to
Heritage House

Noon – 5 PM Dealers Fair (Open to the Public) –
Exhibit Center

9 AM – 9:15 AM Susan Gogan – Heritage
House (Sessions thru 4 PM)

12:30 PM - 1 PM

Travis Chaudoir - Heritage House
Peter McDougall - Exhibit Center
Jim Brown - Admin Building
Rick/Melissa Ayotte - Crafts Classroom

9:15 AM – 10 AM Sid Lethbridge: A History of
Canadian Glass Houses – H.H.

1:15 PM -1:45 PM Gordon Smith - Heritage House
Peter McDougall - Exhibit Center
Jim Brown - Admin Building
Rick/Melissa Ayotte - Crafts Classroom

10 AM – 10:45 AM Kirk Nelson: Mount
Washington Glass Company Paperweights – H.H.
11 AM – 11:45 AM Gay LeCleire Taylor: What
We Know About Millville Crimp Roses – H.H.

2 PM – 4 PM Glassworkers Jam Session - T. C.
Wheaton Glass Studio: Mike Hunter, Peter
McDougall, John Deacons, Gordon Smith

11:45 AM – 12:30 PM Buffet Box Lunches for four
Lunch & Learns, most repeated, in four venues:
12:30 PM - 1 PM

2 PM – 2:45 PM Paul Dunlop: Clichy Garlands –
H.H.

Alison Ruzsa - Heritage House
Jim Hart - Exhibit Center
Drew Ebelhare - Admin Building
Jim D’Onofrio - Crafts Classroom

2:45 PM-3:30 PM William C. Price: The Victorian
Fascination with Death – H.H.

1:15 PM -1:45 PM David Graeber - Heritage House
Jim Hart - Exhibit Center
Drew Ebelhare - Admin Building
Jim D’Onofrio - Crafts Classroom

4 PM – 6:30 PM Nap Time! REMEMBER: Dealer
Fair closes at 5 PM!

2:15 PM – 3 PM Alan Thornton: Recent
Research into “Chinese Whites” – H.H.

7:30 PM – 9:30 PM Banquet – Raffle Winners –
Door Prizes – H.H.

3:15 PM – 4 PM John D. Hawley: Gillinder
Brothers at the Centennial – H.H.

Sunday, May 16: Make Your Own

6:30 PM – 7:30 PM Cocktail Hour – H.H.

10 AM – 1 PM Millefiori, murrine and filigree
available – T. C. Wheaton Glass Studio

4 PM – 6 PM Dealers Fair Exhibit Center (Fest
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THE SCRAMBLE:

CALENDAR:
ADVANCE MEETING DATES AND GUESTS

Included in this Newsletter is a draft schedule
for Paperweight Fest 2010 scheduled for May
13, 14 and 15. Let’s have a big turnout of
DVPCA members for this event. Collectors
from all over will be attending and it is a great
way to share our passion with both old and
new collector friends. Save the dates now and
look for a reservation mailing from Wheaton
sometime early in the new year.

January 30, 2010 - Winter Meeting. See
next page for details.
April 17, 2010 – Spring Meeting. AM: Gay
LeCleire Taylor reprises her 2009
Convention presentation, “Who Gives a
Frit: Millville, Corning and Mid-Western
Examples.”
PM:
Guest
Artist
CathyRichardson presents a slide show
about her work. Guest Dealer: Nancy
Alfano

Last month email members received an email
request and others a postal request for 2010
dues. If you have not sent in your application
yet please do so. As a reminder there is a
Membership Form included in this Newsletter.

May 13, 14, 15, 2010 – Paperweight Fest
2010 at Wheaton Arts and Cultural Center,
Millville, NJ.
Save the dates and plan to attend!
July 17 & 18, 2010 – 18th Anniversary
Celebration Weekend. Saturday, AM: My
Favorite Mini-Weight Contest.
Also a
Show and Tell of “Acquired at Paperweight
Fest 2010” by those who attended and
purchased items.
PM:
Guest Artist
Mayauel Ward presents a PowerPoint
show on his paperweight artistry. Also
and ad hoc ID Clinic, Stump the Dummies,
will be held. Guest Dealer: William Pitt.
Afterwards the group will caravan to the
home of a loyal member for the annuan
Garden Party/Catered Cookout. Sunday,
11 AM: The club will convene at the home
of its professional President in Voorhees,
NJ for a luncheon and Paperweight
Seminar.

Don Formigli, Ken Brown and Sue Sutton

October 16, 2010 – Fall Elections Meeting

ALL
SATURDAY
MEETINGS
AT
WILLIAMSON’S RESTAURANT, Horsham,
PA…
SAVE THE DATES!!!

Elliot Heath and Anne Brown
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Luncheon Reservations
January 30, 2010

Winter Meeting Announcement
January 20, 2010
At Williamson Restaurant, 500 Blair Mill Road
(Route 611/Easton Road at Blair Mill Road)
Horsham, PA
Located two traffic lights north of PA Turnpike Exit
343 (Old Exit 27/Doylestown/Willow Grove)
Telephone (215) 675-5454

10:00 AM

Paperweight Fair with Guest
Dealer Leo Kaplan, Ltd.

11:00 AM

Phil Edelman returns to speak
on “35 Years a Paperweight
Dealer, Part II

Choices @ $17.00 each
______Number Attending
______(No.) Boneless Breast of Chicken Maryland
______(No.) Old Fashion Yankee Pot Roast
______$ Luncheon Total

Name(s)__________________________________
Email____________________________________
Please mail this tear off slip with your selections and check to:
DVPCA, c/o Don Formigli, Treasurer
455 Stonybrook Drive, Levittown, PA 19055

12 NOON Lunch
1:00 PM

1:45 PM

Business Meeting:
Announcements, Reports from
floor, Raffle, etc.

NO LATER THAN JANUARY 25, 2010!!!

the twenty first century.

Guest Speaker David Graeber:
David writes: I was always
drawn to different form of art from
an early age whether it was
drawing cartoons or creating things
out of wood. I was encouraged to
attend a technical school while
attending high school to study
commercial art. From 1986-1989, I
was fortunate to be offered an
apprenticeship with local
artist/professor George Vail, who
not only continued to refine my
skills artistically, but encouraged
high personal standards and
professionalism. In 1989 I was
introduced to master glass artist
Paul Stankard and his unmatched
skill of lampworking. While I
continue to assist Paul, I have
become an independent glass
artist, creating my own vision in
glass. I strive to recreate nature in
glass as realistically as possible,
knowing that there are new
techniques and designs waiting to
be discovered that keep me driven
and motivate me to continue the
South Jersey glass tradition into

2:30 PM

Paperweight Fair continues.

Len Kornit and Andy Dohan
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DELAWARE VALLEY
PAPERWEIGHT COLLECTORS
ASSOCIATION

Indicate type of membership:

2010 Membership Dues
Names
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
Address____________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________

Individual

_________ $25

Household

_________ $25

Business

_________ $25

Four Ads

__________ $20

Please make check payable to DVPCA and
return your check with this bill to:

Email
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________

Don Formigli
455 Stonybrook Dr.
Levittown, PA 19055

Phone
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________

____ I do not wish my name, address and
email on a membership list circulated to all
DVPCA members.
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Address Service Requested

5 Johnson Lane
Voorhees, NJ 08043-4123
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